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Abstract
In multi-domain task-oriented dialogue systems,
users proactively propose a series of domain-specific
requests that can often be under-or over-specified,
sometimes with ambiguous and cross-domain de-
mands. System-sided initiative would be necessary
to identify certain situations and appropriately in-
teract with users to resolve them. However, most
existing task-oriented dialogue systems fail to con-
sider such mixed-initiative interaction strategies, per-
forming low efficiency and poor collaboration abili-
ty in human-computer conversation. In this paper,
we construct a multi-domain task-oriented dialogue
dataset with mixed-initiative strategies TITAN from
the large-scale dialogue corpus MultiWOZ 2.1. It
contains a total of 1,800 human-human conversation-
s where the system can either ask clarification ques-
tions actively or provides relevant information to
address failure situations and implicit user requests.
We report the results of several baseline models on
system response generation and dialogue act predic-
tion to assess the performance of SOTA methods on
TITAN. These models can capture mixed-initiative
dialogue acts, while remaining the deficiency to
actively generate implicit requests and accurately
provide alternative information, suggesting ample
room for improvement in future studies.

1 Introduction
Industrial practice has focused on building task-oriented dia-
logue systems that can help with specific tasks such as flight
reservation [Seneff and Polifroni, 2000] or bus information
[Raux et al., 2005] in the past decade. In a task-oriented con-
versation, a user converses with a system to propose a series of
demands that can often be under-or over-specified, sometimes
with ambiguous or cross-domain requests.

An ideal system would first identify that they were in such
a situation by searching through their underlying knowledge
source and then appropriately initiate interaction with either
volunteer information that is not requested or ask question-
s of its own to become assistive and collaborative. How-
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I want to find a hotel in the 
center of the town.

There are three that meet your 
criteria. Two are moderately priced 
and one is expensive. Which one 
would you like to know more?

I prefer the expensive hotel.

I'm also looking for a place to stay. 
In the south preferably and I 
would like it to be a 4 star hotel.

There are no hotels that fit your 
criteria in the South, but there are 
two Guesthouses meet your need. 
Would you like to book one of 
those?

Sure, that will work.

I'm also looking for a 
restaurant by the name 
Maharajah Tandoori.

Yes, I'd like a booking there for 
two, at 11:45 Wednesday.

Maharajah Tandoori is an expensive 
Indian restaurant located in .... Is 
this the Maharajah Tandoori you're 
looking for?
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Yes,I need a taxi to the 
restaurant now.
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Yes,I need a taxi to the 
restaurant now.

Sure your table at Curry Garden 
Restaurant has been booked...Do 
you need a taxi to the restaurant?
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Maharajah Tandoori.

Yes, I'd like a booking there for 
two, at 11:45 Wednesday.
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Indian restaurant located in .... Is 
this the Maharajah Tandoori you're 
looking for?

#1
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for 3 people at 18:15 on 
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Yes,I need a taxi to the 
restaurant now.
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Restaurant has been booked...Do 
you need a taxi to the restaurant?

#4

Figure 1: Typical mixed-initiative interaction envolved situations.
Mixed-initiative interactions can collaboratively provide optional
information (part 1), proactively offer relevant information (part 2),
ask clarification questions as verification for ambiguous requests(part
3), and offer a cross-domain service at an appropriate moment (part
4) that may largely benefits for commercial dialog systems.

ever, existing task-oriented dialog systems fail to incorpo-
rate such mixed-initiative interactions (information is ex-
changed between user and system in turns)[Walker and Whit-
taker, 1990]. In this paper, we present a new research topic
named mixed-initiative interaction strategies in multi-domain
task-oriented dialog systems. To explore the incorporation
of mixed-initiative interaction strategies in task-oriented dia-
logues, three research questions (RQ) need to be tackled:

• RQ 1: When the initiative should be transferred from
user-side to system side?

• RQ 2: How does the system conduct appropriate initiative
interactions with users?

• RQ 3: How to evaluate the effectiveness of the system-
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sided initiative generation?

With the throughout investigation of current task-oriented
dialogue dataset and considering practical conversation sce-
narios, four typical situations that should involve system-sided
initiative is defined (RQ 1). To fill the gap in existing dia-
logue datasets with mixed-initiative, we present new initiative
strategies to perform specific responses and construct a new
dataset TITAN 1 with (RQ 2) for further study. The evaluation
for mixed-initiative ability (RQ 3) can be explored from two
separate tasks: system response generation and dialogue act
prediction. Mixed-initiative interactions increase the effec-
tiveness and efficiency of dialogue and additionally improve
user experience, which suggests significance and a promising
future in real, complex applications.

2 Related Work
2.1 Mixed-initiative Interactions in Open-domain

Dialogue Systems
Open-domain dialogue refers to a type of conversation where
user and system engage in discussions about various topics
without any specific goals. Existing open-domain conversation
systems generate informative responses to answer questions
users request instead of asking questions or leading the con-
versation. In order to solve such problem, [Wu et al., 2019b]
creates a new dataset named DuConv where one acts as a con-
versation leader and the other acts as the follower and endows
it with the ability of proactively and explicitly leading the con-
versation (introducing a new topic or maintaining the current
topic).[Young et al., 2022] created a unified model that can
reply to both task-oriented and open-domain requests.

2.2 Mixed-initiative Interactions in
Information-seeking Dialogue Systems

Conversational search is a relatively young area of research
that aims at automating an information-seeking dialogue[Vaku-
lenko et al., 2021]. Most information-seeking conversations
consider asking questions actively to narrow the retrieving of
under-specified and ambiguous user queries[Feng et al., 2020]
,[Wadhwa and Zamani, 2021],[Mass et al., 2021] focus on
the task of selecting the next clarification question given the
conversation context by passage retrieving. [Shi et al., 2022]
propose a new builder system model capable of determining
when to ask or execute instructions on the Minecraft Corpus
Dataset. [Deng et al., 2022] presents a new dataset named
PACIFIC to enhance the proactivity and numerical reasoning
ability of conversational question answering over hybrid con-
texts in finance, which introduces clarification questions from
the system-side. The most relevant research is the INSCIT
dataset [Wu et al., 2022]. INSCIT focuses on information-
seeking conversation and designs four interaction strategies:
direct answer, clarification, relevant answers, and no infor-
mation that can solve under or over-specified user requests.
Despite great differences between open-domain conversation,

1We release TITAN dataset and code for evaluation at
https://github.com/styanXDU/TITAN-evaluation-master

information-seeking dialogue, and task-oriented dialogue sys-
tems, the design of initiative strategies and corresponding
situations can provide inspiration for our work.

2.3 Mixed-initiative Interactions in Task-oriented
Dialogue Systems

Task-oriented systems focus on assisting users with entity
retrieving, instruction giving, and even command executing
with the target of collaboration. The definition of mixed-
initiative has been investigated since the early twentieth cen-
tury. [Walker and Whittaker, 1995] first proposed mixed-
initiative in dialogue systems and define mixed-initiative as
the transfer of conversation control as the dialogue proceed-
ings and further analyzed initiative in task-oriented and advice-
giving dialogues. [Yang et al., 2004] redefined initiative and
control as two levels of dialogue phenomena. [Yang and Hee-
man, 2007] proposed that initiative normally belongs to the
speaker who initiates the task in human-human conversation-
s. Although there are differences between various studies on
mixed-initiative interaction, we believe that mixed-initiative
in task-oriented dialogue systems consists of volunteer infor-
mation that is not asked explicitly and asks questions actively
to take the lead of the conversation.

While mixed-initiative interactions have received substan-
tial attention, how to incorporate such strategies in task-
oriented dialogues remains largely unaddressed.[Balaraman et
al., 2020] investigated the proactivity of task-oriented in exist-
ing human-human and human-computer dialogue collections
and show the deficiency of such mixed-initiative interaction-
s in previous task-oriented dialogues. In order to simulate
proactivity and construct a proactive task-oriented dialogue
dataset, [Balaraman and Magnini, 2020b] simulated the capac-
ity of task-oriented systems to provide relevant information
even when not explicitly requested and exhibited proactivity
strategies to offer alternative information dealing with failure
situations in the restaurant retrieving task. The SimDial dataset
was constructed to simulate proactive strategies and show the
increase in efficiency by reducing up to 60% of dialogue turns
in medium complexity. To counteract the gap of modeling
dialogue as proactive behavior, [Kraus et al., 2022b] has col-
lected dialogue data through an autonomous system embedded
in a serious game setting and designed four different proac-
tive actions (None, Notification, Suggestion, Intervention) in
order to serve as the user’s personal advisor in a sequential
planning task. The ProDial dataset was then collected online
using crowdsourcing resulting in a total of 3,696 system-user
exchanges.

Although recent studies have paid substantial attention to
mixed-initiative interaction strategies in task-oriented dialogue
systems, there remain problems largely unexplored. Our study
focuses on redesigning system dialogue acts and incorporat-
ing such initiative strategies into dialogue generation. Fur-
thermore, how to evaluate mixed-initiative strategies remains
deficiencies and requires to be defined.
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Metrics SFX WOZ2.0 FRAMES M2M SimDial INSCIT TITAN

Initiative % % % % ! ! !

Dialogues 1,006 600 1,369 1,500 - 250 1,440
Total turns 12,396 4,472 19,986 14,796 - 1,443 22,372

Total tokens 108,975 50,264 521,876 121,977 - - 394,511
Avg. turns per dialogue 12.32 7.45 14.60 9.86 - - 15.54

Avg. tokens per turn 8.79 11.24 12.60 8.24 - - 17.63
No. of domains - 1 2 3 1 4 5

No. of slot 14 4 61 13 25 - 30

Table 1: Comparison of our dataset to other task-oriented dialogue corpora. The numbers are provided for the training part of data except for
FRAMES dataset where such division was not defined.

3 Dataset Construction
3.1 Mixed-initiative Annotation Scheme
TITAN focuses on system-sided initiatives instead of user-side.
To conduct proactive dialog acts from a system appropriately,
the first step is to define when is it a good moment for initiative
transition from user side to system side.

According to the definition of mixed-initiative interactions
in Section 1, we conclude 4 typical scenarios that embody
system-sided initiatives – Specified requirement needed, Clar-
ified requirement needed, Relevant answer needed, and Cross-
domain needed. Then, to solve the problem of how to conduct
a system-sided initiative at the appropriate moment, we investi-
gate and analyze MultiWOZ2.1 meticulously and comprehen-
sively, focusing on system acts annotation on it. Considering
complex interactions and vague differences from Inform in
Recommend annotation, we mainly focus on the rest four
main system acts in this work. Due to the diverse utterance
and coarse-grained dialog acts in the MultiWOZ dataset, we
redesign 5 initiative dialog acts RequestSelect, RequestVerify,
InformAddition, NoOfferRelevant, RequestCrossDomain and
2 no-initiative dialog acts RequestSpecify, InformSpecific.

3.2 Sample Dialogue Extraction
Our mixed-initiative dialogue dataset is constructed aiming at
four situations presented in Section 1. Since asking questions
for slot-filling and informing answers demanded are intrinsi-
cally involved in the original task-oriented dialogue system
due to its fulfilling user intent target, we first investigate the sit-
uations containing failure situations in MultiWOZ 2.1 dataset,
which remains largely unaddressed in existing datasets. To
resolve the deficiency of dealing with over-specified situation
where the system fails to search entities completely meets user
goal, the dialogues with NoOffer system dialogue act during
interaction between user and system are extracted for further
revision.

Besides, we explore dialogues that proactively list optional
entities with Select act in system turn, which occupies lim-
ited amount of primitive large-scale dataset. Consequently,
we collect 1,800 representative dialogues which dominantly
correspond to the situations we propose altogether. Since veri-
fication questions for ambiguous situations and cross-domain
questions for new-domain requests are newly proposed sit-
uations that are not considered in MultiWOZ 2.1, we com-

plement such active questions in the system turn annotation
process on 1,800 selected dialogues.

3.3 Data Annotation Pipeline
Since the TITAN dataset focuses on system-sided initiative
strategies, we separately recruit system workers for system
utterances and dialog acts annotation, making two different
system workers annotate system acts for each dialogue. Con-
sidering quality control in annotation, we also recruit vali-
dation workers to correct system annotations between two
respective system workers. The data annotation pipeline is
shown in Figure 2.

Annotation of System Response
Workers recruited are given an easy-to-operate graphical us-
er interface to fix system responses each user-system turn.
Specifically, we emphasize that the goal and user intent should
remain unchanged since we consider the original dialogue as
genuine user needs. Taking original dialogues as a realistic us-
er goal, we ask system workers to rewrite the system response
and remove redundant dialogue turns with certain principles
during rewriting. For example, to provide an implicit request
that is not asked, the system should offer information that the
user asks explicitly in the following dialogue turn and remove
corresponding turns. In addition, system workers should re-
plenish clarification questions and new-domain requests at
proper situations as principles.

Annotation of Mixed-initiative Stratigies
We formalize complicated dialogue act annotation as a multi-
label classification task and provide specified definitions and
examples for annotation workers as guidelines. In order to
ensure consistency with original system acts, newly built acts
can be recognized as refinement and complement of previous
acts in MultiWOZ 2.1.

In particular, Request can be categorized into RequestSelect
(initiative) and RequestSpecify (non-initiative). Inform can be
grouped into InformAddition (initiative) and InformSpecific
(non-initiative). NoOfferRelevant would obviously follow the
original NoOffer act to provide relevant alternative options
when the system fails to cover user request, and RequestVerfiy
and RequestCrossDomain can be distinguished with their defi-
nition. Since previous system acts are rebuilt in a fine-grained
categorization, we effectively avoid confusion and obscuri-
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Figure 2: Data annotation pipeline of our dataset collection methodology. Each dialogue is annotated by system utterance rewriting, double
dialogue act annotating, and validation process.

ty for annotation workers and decrease the difficulty of the
annotation task.

Data Quality
Data collection is performed in a two-step process. First, all
sample dialogues extracted were rewritten by system workers,
and then the dialogue act annotation and validation process
were launched parallelly. We recruited 48 Xidian University
students including 16 undergraduates and 32 postgraduates
among that 28 males and 20 females. To obtain high-quality
annotations for each dialogue, we have trained the annotators
and validators with detailed annotation principles before they
annotate the dataset. The well-trained annotators are sepa-
rated into three tasks: system response annotation, system
act annotation, and validation with a ratio of 1:2:1 since the
act annotation as a challenging task requires double labor to
enhance the correctness.

For each dialog, there are two annotators and one validator.
Given some dialog’s two annotated responses, (1) Agreement:
the validator reserves the response into TITAN; (2) Disagree-
ment: (a) if one of the two annotations is considered correct
by the validator, then the correct response is reserved into TI-
TAN, (b) if both annotations are considered incorrect, then the
validator acts as an annotator and her response is reserved into
TITAN. In order to measure the inter-annotator agreement,
system act annotation Fleiss Kappa is computed to be 0.682,
suggesting a substantial agreement

4 Data Analysis
4.1 Overall Data Statistics
Following the data collection process from the previous sec-
tion, a total of 28,108 user-system turns from 1,800 conver-
sations were collected. The overall statistic compared with
original dialogues is shown in Figure 3. Although we intro-
duce verification and cross-domain request actively, the extra
questions are asked at the existing dialogue turn rather than
creating a new dialogue turn, which remains the length of the

previous turn and avoids the inefficiency caused by the con-
fusion. Besides, providing relevant information in failure and
the implicit situation improves the efficiency of collaboration
and decreases the total dialogue turn. To further explore the
performance of baseline models, we split TITAN into training,
dev, and test sets (shown in Table 2).

Train Dev Test Total

Convs 1,440 180 180 1,800
Turns 22,372 2,834 2,902 28,108
Tokens 394,511 49,752 50,637 494,900
Turns/Convs 15.54 15.74 16.12 15.62
Tokens/Turn 17.63 17.56 17.45 17.61

Table 2: Overall statistic of TITAN. Training, dev, and test sets are
splited with 8:1:1

.

4.2 Mixed-initiative Strategies Analysis
Figure 3(c) shows the distribution of newly designed system
acts annotated in our dataset. Except for general acts including
bye, thank, reqmore and greeting, non-initiative strategies In-
formSpecific and RequestSpecify together account for around
50%, indicating the proportion for explicitly answering us-
er requests and asking questions directly occur frequently in
practice. InformAddition and NoOfferRelevant take 15.3%
respectively to provide information that is not asked explic-
itly. RequestCrossDomain takes 10.6%, which is frequently
aroused when users implicitly request for taxi spanning over 2
domains. RequestSelect is inherited from the original dialogue
act and intentionally added if the user fails to specify the re-
quest after 2 human-computer turns, which occurs in a few
conversations and accounts for 6.0%. Most requests can be
led with explicit questions and arise from users. RequestVerfiy
accounts for a relatively small part because verification for
ambiguous situations has not been considered in the origi-
nal dataset and was annotated artificially by workers, which
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Figure 3: Dialogue length distribution (a) and distribution of the number of tokens per turn (b) in original dialogues and TITAN. Mixed-initiative
dialogue acts frequency (c) in TITAN.

indicates the promising future of ambiguous clarification in
task-oriented dialogue systems for further studies.

4.3 Comparision to Other Dialogue Datasets

To illustrate the contribution of our new dataset TITAN, we
compare it to several important statistics with task-oriented
dialogue datasets and mixed-initiative corpus most relevan-
t to us (SFX, WOZ 2.0, FRAMES, M2M, SimDial, INSC-
IT). To investigate the initiative strategies in TITAN, we
also report corresponding interaction acts on other conver-
sation datasets containing relevant information or clarifica-
tion questions (INSCIT[Wu et al., 2022], DuConv[Wu et
al., 2019a], Qulac[Aliannejadi et al., 2019], ShARC[Saei-
di et al., 2018], MultiDoc2Dial[Feng et al., 2021], Abg-
CoQA[Guo et al., 2021], SimDial[Balaraman and Magnini,
2020a], ProDial[Kraus et al., 2022a], FusedChat[Young et al.,
2022].

Table 1 clearly shows that our dataset contains a more com-
prehensive mixed-initiative and effectively decreases interac-
tion turns to improve the efficiency of human-computer con-
versation. In TITAN, we consider 5 domains inherited from
MultiWOZ which possess the ability to deal with complex
multi-domain, while SimDial contains single domain (Restau-
rant) with fewer slot-value pairs than our work. Furthermore,
system responses in TITAN involve more sufficient semantic
information and tend to generate implicit requests of entities,
which leads to its larger tokens per turn average.

In Table 3, we investigate the initiative strategies in TITAN
and compare them with other proactive conversation corpus
both in task-oriented and open-domain dialogue. According to
the definition of mixed-initiative, the strategies can be grouped
into REL (provide relevant answers) and ASK (actively ask
questions). Table 3 suggests that TITAN contains the most
comprehensive categories of initiative strategies than other
proactive dialogue corpus.

5 Evaluation

In this paper, we conduct experiments on response generation
tasks for the evaluation and report several state-of-the-art base-
lines. Besides, we also explore the dialogue act prediction
ability of these baselines in order to discuss the performance
of our newly designed dialogue acts.

Dataset REL ASK Task- Information- Open-
Specify Failure Clarify CrossDomain Oriented Seeking Domain

TITAN ! ! ! ! ! % %

INSCIT ! ! % % % ! %

DuConv % % % ! % % !

Qulac ! % ! % % ! %

ShARC ! % ! % % ! %

MultiDoc2Dial % % ! % % ! %

Abg-CoQA ! % ! % % ! %

SimDial % ! % % ! % %

ProDial % % % % ! % %

FusedChat % % % ! ! % !

doc2dial ! % ! % % ! %

PACIFIC % % ! % % ! %

Table 3: Comparision of TITAN with existing datasets considering
initiative strategies. TITAN dataset covers the most comprehensive
categories of mixed-initiative strategies.

5.1 Baselines
According to the dialogue flow process, response generation
models can be categorized into two groups: the context-to-
text setting and the end-to-end setting [Zhao et al., 2023].
Context-to-text models use the ground-truth belief states and
the generated dialogue acts to carry out responses, while end-
to-end models adopt the generated belief states and dialogue
acts to develop responses. We choose several state-of-the-art
models from both settings as baselines.

Context-to-text Baseline Models
• HDSA[Chen et al., 2019]: This model proposes a multi-

layer hierarchical graph to represent dialogue acts as a
root-to-leaf route and uses hierarchical disentangled self-
attention to model designated nodes on the dialogue act
graph

• MARCO[Wang et al., 2020]: This model proposes a neu-
ral co-generation the framework that generates dialogue
acts and responses concurrently.

• MARCO(BERT)[Wang et al., 2020]: This model is a
variation of MARCO, which means MARCO is based on
BERT’s act prediction.

• UBAR(po)[Yang et al., 2021]: This model is acquired by
fine-tuning the large pre-trained unidirectional language
model GPT-2 on the sequence of the entire dialog session
with Policy Optimization (po) setting.
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Model MultiWOZ 2.1 TITAN
Inform Success BLEU Combined Inform Success BLEU Combined

HDSA 86.3 70.6 22.4 100.8 71.6±0.23 58.1±0.39 16.4±0.60 81.2±0.55

MARCO 91.5 76.1 18.5 102.3 80.3±0.31 60.6±0.28 14.7±0.34 85.1±0.39

MARCO(BERT) 92.5 77.8 19.5 104.7 80.7±0.19 61.3±0.37 14.9±0.62 85.9±0.49

UBAR(po) 92.7 81.0 16.7 103.6 81.3±0.34 65.4±0.26 14.4±0.64 87.8±0.53

MultiWOZ Baseline 71.3 60.9 18.8 84.9 60.2±0.44 52.4±0.34 13.9±0.43 70.2±0.58

UniConv 72.6 62.9 19.8 87.6 62.5±0.40 58.7±0.38 15.7±0.42 76.3±0.41

LABES 76.9 63.3 17.9 88 67.5±0.32 60.3±0.35 14.1±0.64 78.0±0.59

UBAR(e2e) 95.7 81.8 16.5 105.7 81.6±0.25 64.5±0.38 14.4±0.42 87.4±0.36

Table 4: Main results of the response generation on MultiWOZ 2.1 and TITAN.

Model F1
SER(%)

NoOffer Request Request Request Inform
Relevant Select Verify CrossDomain Addition

HDSA 65.7 2.46 1.31 1.53 0.0 1.57
MARCO 67.1 1.75 1.07 0.62 0.0 2.14

MARCO(BERT) 68.3 1.61 0.92 0.56 0.0 2.08
UBAR(po) 70.5 1.03 0.76 0.53 0.0 1.97

Table 5: Results of dialogue act prediction and slot error rate under redesigned mixed-initiative with dialogue act generation methods.

End-to-end Baseline Models
• MultiWOZ Baseline[Budzianowski et al., 2018]: This

sequence-to-sequence model is augmented with a belief
tracker and a discrete database accessing component as
additional features to inform the word decisions in the
decoder.

• UniConv[Le et al., 2020]: This model proposes a unified
neural architecture for end-to-end conversational systems,
including a bi-level state tracker and a joint dialogue act
and response generator.

• LABES[Zhang et al., 2020]: This model proposes a prob-
abilistic dialogue model where belief states are represent-
ed as discrete latent variables and are jointly modeled
with system responses, given the user inputs

• UBAR(e2e)[Yang et al., 2021]: This model is the end-to-
end (e2e) setting of UBAR, which generates belief state
and dialogue act for response generation.

5.2 Implementation Details
During the experiment, we first evaluate response generation
tasks with several representative frameworks on TITAN and
compare the results with its performance on MultiWOZ. We
modify the files and codes that define ontology structures
with newly designed initiative acts and retrain the models on
TITAN training dataset respectively. Then, we evaluate the
ability of these methods with three commonly used metrics on
dev and test dataset.

To test the ability of accurately predicting initiative act and
correct slot-value pairs, we then conduct dialog act predic-
tion on context-to-text response generation baselines on test
dataset, which explicitly generate dialogue act. We select two
metrics that have been used in HDSA and MultiWOZ to eval-
uate the performance of different strategies. A single NVIDIA

GeForce 3080Ti GPU with 16GB memory is used during the
training and testing for both tasks.

For each model, we conduct 5 random experiments on the
test set and report their mean and standard deviation. We
provide the standard deviation of the evaluations in Table 4.
The standard deviation of all F1 scores in Table 5 is less than
0.5.

5.3 System Response Generation
Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the response generation ability of baseline mod-
els, we choose four widely used automatic metrics in [Sun
et al., 2022; Lee, 2021; He et al., 2022]: Inform measures
whether a system provides appropriate entities, Success assess-
es whether it answers all requested information, and BLEU
is used to measure the fluency of a generated response. Com-
bined score: (Inform+Success)×0.5+BLEU is as an overall
quality measure as before.

Context-to-text Response Generation
Context-to-text models perform better on Inform metrics than
end-to-end models with the usage of ground-truth belief s-
tate to generate dialogue act. In addition, Table 4 shows a
pronounced decrease in Success metric caused by the mixed-
initiative strategies we introduce failing to be sufficiently con-
sidered based on the ground-truth belief state in existing mod-
els and effects the accuracy of dialogue act generating. Here, a
case study is presented to explain the low accuracy on implicit
information generation in UBAR(po) in Table 6.

In the first dialogue turn, user raises the request of search for
a train at certain time in Cambridge. UBAR(po) learns from
training datasets and effectively generates correct dialogue
act span and response span. However, in the second dialogue
turn, the model fails to capture real implicit user intent and
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PMUL0729.json (TITAN)
"message": ["You are planning your trip in Cambridge", "You
are looking for a train. The train should arrive by 09:45 and
should go to cambridge", "The train should leave on sunday
and should depart from stevenage", "Make sure you get train
ID, price, and travel time"] Turn 1
<User>: I need a train arriving in Cambridge by 09:45.
<System>: There are several that have arrival times that fit your
needs. Where will you be leaving from and what day?
bspn:"<sos> [train] destination cambridge arriveat 09:45 <eos>"
aspn:" <sos> [train][RequestSpecify] departure day <eos>"
aspn-gen:"<sos> [train][RequestSpecify] departure day
<eos>"
rspn-gen:"<sos> what day will you be traveling and where are
you going to? <eos>"

Turn 2
<User>:I’ll be coming in from Stevenage on Sunday.
. . . <System>: I think you’ll be most happy with TR5870. It
arrives in Cambridge at 8:43. The price is 10.24 pounds. The
travel time is 49 minutes. Is there anything else I can help you
with?
bspn:"<sos> [train] destination cambridge arriveat 09:45 depar-
ture Stevenage day Sunday <eos>"
aspn:"<sos> [train][InformAddition] id arriveat price dura-
tion <eos> "
aspn-gen:"<sos> [train][InformAddition] id arriveat leaveat
<eos>"
rspn-gen:"<sos> sure the trainid is [value_id]. it leaves at [val-
ue_leave] and arrives at [value_arrive]. would you like to make
a reservation? <eos>"

Table 6: Case Study on UBAR(po). The deficiency of inferring
implicit requests of existing SOTA method largely affects the ability
to volunteer implicit information.

generate dialogue act span missing the demands of the ticket
price and train duration since the requests have not been asked
directly, which leads to the failure of Success metric evaluation
because Success metric is calculated strictly to test whether
the user goals are accomplished. Such deviation indicates
the limitation of existing SOTA dialogue models of inferring
implicit requests of mixed-initiative strategies.

End-to-end Response Generation
In Table 4, we report four end-to-end baseline models on our
dataset and compare them with their performance on Mul-
tiWOZ 2.1. All above models perform less excellently on
TITAN than the original dataset, which is mainly because of
the deficiency of predicting implicit user requests of existing
models.

In addition, we observe that the performance of the end-to-
end models on all the metrics shows a pronounced decrease
compared to the context-to-text setting on our dataset. This
is consistent with the general performance on MultiWOZ 2.1.
Furthermore, UBAR(e2e) exhibits better performance than
UBAR(po) on both datasets, which also indicates that the dia-
logue act generation accuracy largely affects the performance
of response generation, especially the Success metric. The per-
formance of all models is better shown on the MultiWOZ 2.1
dataset, which suggests the promising future of models consid-

ering mixed-initiative strategies that can enhance informative
and fluent system response.

5.4 Dialogue Act Prediction
Evaluation Metrics

• Dialogue Act Prediction: For the dialogue act predic-
tion task, we treat the domain prediction as a multi-class
classification task, and the act and slot prediction as a
multiple binary classifications task. The evaluation of
dialogue act prediction is reported with F1 score.

• Mixed-initiative Slot Accuracy: To evaluate the accuracy
of slot generation of the initiative strategies we redesign,
we introduce SER (Slot Error Rate) from [Wen et al.,
2015] which is computed by exactly matching the slot
tokens in the candidate utterances.

SER =
missing slot+ redudant slot

total number of slot
(1)

Dialogue Act Analysis
As shown in Table 5, mixed-initiative strategies can be effec-
tively learned by all baseline models. HDSA constructs a dia-
logue act graph based on dialogue act ontology and dialogue
context to predict appropriate system acts next dialogue turn,
while MARCO considers the inherent structures that are rela-
tively important in our setting and performs better than HDSA.
Benefiting from the BERT act predictor, MARCO(BERT) has
improved by 1.2% on act predicting than original MARCO.
UBAR incorporates the entire session of dialogue contexts
to generate dialogue acts and corresponding response utter-
ances and hence shows the best performance on both response
generation and dialogue act prediction.

Mixed-initiative Strategies Analysis
In this section, we explore the mixed-initiative strategies per-
formance on different interaction scenarios. In Table 5, Re-
questCrossDomain act is designed with an empty slot, so all
models report correct results of SER. RequestVerify act has
better performance than other strategies since verified slot pre-
diction is simpler than initiative acts. NoOfferRelevant and
InformAddition that are designed to resolve implicit informa-
tion needed situation perform relatively poorly on SER. One
intuitive explanation is that dialogue acts are predicted based
on the ground-truth belief state, which leads to difficulties to
deduce implicit information in existing dialogue models since
they lack the ability of reasoning such requests and suggest
ample room for further methodology.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
In conclusion, we construct TITAN, a multi-domain task-
oriented dialogue dataset grounded in MultiWOZ 2.1, with
redesigned mixed-initiative interaction strategies. To evalu-
ate the quality of our dataset, we report several baselines on
response generation and dialogue policy prediction that effec-
tively learn strategies defined. In the future, we would explore
the methodology that considers mixed-initiative dialogue acts
to realize response generation. We would also develop au-
tomatically annotation methodology on MultiWOZ 2.1 and
strive for a large-scale corpus for further studies.
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